It is shown that the Mueller picture of inclusive reactions, in its naive form, leads to a value of the mean multiplicity for a species c in the process a+b -+ c + anything of the form <nc> o ab=Alogs+B+Cs -l/2 log s + C' s -l/2 + higher order in s .
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the Mueller picture of inclusive reactions leads to a mean multiplicity for species c in a+b -c+ anything of the form A log s + B. 1
In this note we isolate unambiguously the coefficients A and B and the coefficients of the next two terms.
Since the approach to asymptopia in the central region is expected to go as s -l/4 2 a priori it might be anticipated that the first cor-, _ rection to the mean multiplicity beyond the constant term would be s -l/4 or s-1/4 log s. As shown below, this is not the case. Since we have ignored cuts throughout, and since we have assumed the bb channel in (a:c lb) has Reggeized even for small missing masses, Eq. (7) is best regarded as a formal result. It does provide an appropriate starting point for phenomenological analysis. 4
